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Abstrat

We performed experiments to study the role played by the

surfae ondutivity in the development of guiding of slow highly

harged ions through nanoapillaries. At present, the related

open questions in the literature are: What is the e�et of harge

migration on the transmission of ions? What happens after the

harging up proess when we stop the harge deposition? In

what extent are the proesses governed by linear and non-linear

terms? Our reent results supports that the proesses follow a

dominantly non-linear law.

I. Introdution

In the last deade the phenomena of ion guiding through nano- and

mirometer sized apillaries attrated inreasing interest [1-6℄. These ap-

illaries are loated in highly insulating materials. Suh materials an be

polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyarbonate (PC), Al2O3 or SiO2. The

ion guiding is a self-organizing proess, whih is governed by the harge de-

position on the inner apillary wall. The inident ions ollide with the inner

surfae of the apillary where they deposit their harge in a way to build up

an eletrostati repulsive �eld (see Fig. 1). After a ritial amount of harge



Figure 1: The development of the guiding through a apillary of insulating

material. In panel (a) a typial path of the ion in the dynami stage of

the development is shown. In panel (b) the equilibrium transmission is

demonstrated. The blak areas indiate the harged pathes. During the

development only the �rst path remained signi�ant, most of the other,

temporary pathes lose their importane.

is deposited, this �eld will be able to de�et the ions towards to apillary

exit. This de�etion ours at relatively far from the surfae therefore the

harge state of the later inoming ions will not hange. If the sample is

tilted relative to the inident beam, a harge path will be formed in the

entrane region of the apillary. During its development this path may

beome overharged, i.e. the ions will be over de�eted by the repulsive

�eld, and a seondary harge path will be formed on the opposite side of

the apillary. This leads to osillations in the mean angle and the trans-

mitted intensity of the ions. These damping osillations usually end up in

a onstant equilibrium transmission rate.

II. Theory

Reently, N. Stolterfoht published simulations and analyti alulations

to study the role played by the surfae ondutivity in the development

of the guiding mehanism [7℄. In the simulations he onsidered, that the

positively harged inident ions, whih ollide with the surfae of the inner

wall of the apillary, deposit all of their harge in one step. In fat, they are

neutralized due to multiple eletron apture. This way they make �holes�

in the surfae. These holes have e�etive positive harges. At the insulator

surfae, or inside the insulator, the holes an move only on a jump by

jump basis. The deposited harge migrates by this hopping mehanism.
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The hole-motion veloity is determined by the eletri �eld, E, whih is

formed by the deposition itself. The eletri �eld an be determined from

the eletrostati potential, whih is due to the deposited harges. It an be

written as follows:

V (r) =
n
∑

i= 1

qsc

(|r− ri|2 + r2c)
1/2

(1)

Here ri is the position vetor of the ith deposited harge on the surfae,

and qsc is the (uniform) deposited harge. The rc term was introdued to

avoid the singularty of Coulomb potential. For the moving ions, within this

�eld the Newtonian equation of motion is solved in the next form for the

ions trajetories:

m
d2r

dt2
= qE (2)

Here the r=(x,y,z) is the position vetor (expressed in desartes-oordi-

nates) of the ion, m is the mass of the ion, E(x,y,z) is the eletrostati

�eld, the gradient of V(r) of Eq. (2). When as a result of (2) the alulated

trajetory has an end in the inner apillary wall, then the orresponding ion

will deposit its harge. Aording to Eq. (2), this deposition will hange

the eletri �eld, so V(r) and E should be realulated for determining

the trajetory of the next ion. Sine the harge migration has signi�ant

importane in the formation of harged pathes we have to take this into

aount, when alulating the eletri �eld. From this point of view the

drift veloity of holes is important. To the drift veloity one an obtain the

formula:

vs = µ0Eexp

(

√

E

Ec

)

(3)

Here µ0 is the hole mobility, Ec is a harateristi �eld governing the

exponential inrease of the surfae urrent. This implies two regions for

the veloity, where E ≪ Ec the veloity follows a linear �eld dependene
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and for E ≥ Ec it is determined by a nonlinear term. A similar expression

an be derived for the surfae ondutivity, whih determines the motion of

holes. It follows similar nonlinear expression whih alulated by Frenkel

[8℄.

σs = σ0exp

(

√

E

Ec

)

(4)

Here σ0 is the surfae ondutivity for E → 0. Ec is a harateristi

�eld governing the exponential inrease of the surfae urrent. Experiments

qualitatively show the signatures of this nonlinear behavior. The fat that

the transmission is only weakly depends on the urrent density, strongly

supports a nonlinear model. Nevertheless, the harging up dynamis de-

pends on many other parameters too, and the values of σ0 and Ec annot

be extrated from the measured data easily. Without an input urrent,

the equilibrium harge arrangement in the apillary slowly deays, and this

proess is governed only by the ondution mehanisms at the surfae. We

note that bulk ondution e�ets are negligible ompared to surfae pro-

esses. In the present work, we measure the time dependent derease of the

transmission, after swithing o� the ion urrent. Of ourse, from time to

time we need to let the urrent on the sample for a short period, to measure

the atual value of the transmission.

III. Experimental method

The experiments were performed at the beamline of Eletron Cylotron

Resonane Ion Soure (ECRIS) of Atomki. The extrated 3 keV kineti en-

ergy Ne

7 +
beam was ollimated to 0.5 mm before entering into the vauum

hamber. The bakground pressure was about 1 × 10−6
mbar during the

experiments. The experimental setup in the ase of the time dependene

measurement of the transmitted intensity an be found in ref [9℄. Here only

a brief desription is presented: We ollet 2-dimensional transmission pro-

�les [9℄ with a position sensitive detetor. In front of the detetor we apply

an eletrostati de�etion �eld, whih separates the transmitted ions and

neutrals. In a harging down experiment, we are interested in the time de-

pendene of the transmission rate due to the spontaneous disharge of the
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inner apillary wall without ion beam. The problem is that from time to

time we need to measure the transmission by a urrent pulse, whih harges

up the apillary wall again. In an ideal harging down experiment, one

should use in�nitely short urrent pulses. In a real experiment, the length

of the urrent pulses is of ourse �nite. For keeping it short, we synhro-

nized the swithing on and o� of the beam and the data aquisition time.

The beam was on the sample only during the measurement of the transmis-

sion. The algorithm of the measurement is as follows: After the harging

up proess (equilibrium transmission) we turn the beam o� for 1 minute,

and then we sample the transmitted ion yield by 3 onseutive pulses of

ion urrent, 1 seond duration eah, with 1 seond breaks between them.

This way, we measure the transmission due to the remaining harges on the

apillary wall. In addition, the three onseutive pulses provide informa-

tion about the distortion of the disharge e�et due to harging up by the

sampling urrent pulses. The next group of sampling pulses is applied after

2 minutes break, and then the breaks between the test pulse trains inrease

in time. Our sample is a PET foil whih onsist apillaries wit diameter of

170 nm and 12 µm length. The aspet ratio is about 1:70. The density of

the apillaries is about 107 m

−2
. To avoid the marosopi harging up

e�et both side of the sample were overed with a thin gold layer (about 20

nm).

IV. Results and disussion

In the present work we measured the transmitted intensity of Ne

7 +
ions

during both the harging up and harging down periods. A typial trans-

mitted intensity as a funtion of time an be seen in �gure 2. The deposited

harge, measured on the surfae of the sample is inreasing nearly linearly

with time. Therefore to avoid the beam �utuations and any disturbing ef-

fets we plotted the transmitted intensity as a funtion of deposited harge.

At the initial stage of the urve the osillations, belonging to the transient

formation of the harged pathes an niely be seen. When the �rst path

is overharged, the transmission will derease beause a large part of the

ions will impinge to the opposite side of the apillary. When this seondary

path has been harged up, the transmission inreases again. We note that

not only one apillary is inluded in this proess, and the statistial satter

of them somewhat damps the osillations.
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Figure 2: The time development of the guided transmission of 3 keV Ne

7 +

ions at Ψ=3◦ tilt angle as a funtion of deposited harge in the ase of a PET
sample. Aording to the ion guiding senario, when a new harged path is

formed, we see an osillation on the leading edge of the transmission pro�le.

Later these seondary pathes lose their importane and an equilibrium

transmission is formed.

After the dynami development period, the transmission ahieves equilib-

rium. In this regime, the inoming urrent, the speed of harge deposition,

the harge migration from the path to the metal layer and the transmitted

urrent are in equilibrium. In this regime, without signi�ant �utuation of

the inoming beam, the transmission beomes stable.

The damping osillation of the mean angle of the transmission is shown

in Fig. 3. The dynamis is similar to that presented and analyzed in Ref

[10℄. It is niely seen that a harge path formation orresponds to a half

period of angular osillation and a full period of intensity osillation. For

studying the harging down proess, we applied three short pulses (with

1 se. duration) in every sampling point to test the transmission of ions

through the apillaries. We found that the measured transmission data

�triplets�, belonging to the three test shots, are mathing within 15 perent

to eah other. Moreover, they did not show any monotonially inreasing

pattern. We onluded that the harge arrangement was not signi�antly

modi�ed by the test urrent pulses, so they pratially did not hange the
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Figure 3: The osillation of the mean angle of 3 keV Ne

7 +
ions around

Ψ=3◦ tilt angle in the ase of PET sample as a funtion of deposited harge.

Aording to the ion guiding senario, the osillation follows the formation

of the harge pathes. Note that the frequeny of the angular osillation is

around the half of that for the intensity. In equilibrium, the mean angle of

the transmission is equal to the tilt angle.

�eld inside the apillary. The average transmission data as a funtion of

the deay time are shown in Fig. 4.

The plot of an exponential funtion in a semi-logarithmi sale is a

straight line. One gets suh a straight line, e.g., if a apaitor is disharged

via a linear resistor, and its voltage is displayed. If the ondutane of

the disharging resistor depends on the voltage, the resistor is nonlinear,

and the time dependene will deviate from the pure exponential deay. In

Fig. 4, it is learly seen that the transmission deays fast when the guiding

�eld is losed to its equilibrium value. This orresponds to a maximum

harge in an equivalent apaitor, and a maximum value of an equivalent

voltage. Aording to Eq. (4), the e�etive ondutane of the surfae is

also large here. With the developing disharge proess, the e�etive voltage

dereases. It follows from Eq. (4), that the nonlinear surfae ondutane

also dereases. Aordingly, the derease of the e�etive potential, the or-

responding guiding �eld and, in turn, the guided transmission slows down

as the disharging proess develops. This e�et is learly seen in Fig. 4. At
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Figure 4: The derease of the guided transmission of 3 keV Ne

7 +
ions at

Ψ=3◦ tilt angle in the ase of PET sample as a funtion of time without

a ontinuous inoming ion urrent. The starting point was the equilibrium

state of the system. The method of the measurement is detailed in the text.

the beginning of the disharging proess (in the �rst 125 minutes), the deay

of the transmission is fast, while after 5 hours, a �nite transmission is still

measurable, and its deay gets extremely slow. It is seen that the hange of

the speed of the disharge is monotonially dereasing in the whole studied

time region. This behavior is in agreement with the nonlinear ondutane

piture of Eq. (4). Of ourse, in reality, the �apaitors� and �resistors�

inside a apillary is not just an RC term, they form a distributed �network�,

but the linearity of it does not depend on its omplexity. Moreover, the

measured transmission is not idential with an e�etive voltage. Neverthe-

less, the strong deviation of the deay urve of Fig (4) from an exponential

pattern supports that Eq. (4) is a orret model of the nonlinear surfae

ondutivity at the apillary surfae.

V. Conlusion

We measured two dimensional transmission pro�les for studying the role

played by the surfae ondutivity in the formation of harged pathes on

the inner apillary wall. We found that the veloity of the deay of the
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guided transmission monotonially dereases with time after swithing o�

the input urrent. This behavior is in agreement with the nonlinear on-

dutane model of Eq. (4), where the harateristi �eld along the surfae

governs the speed of the harge migration.
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